
 
Math 105 Activity Probability Day 4 Name__________________________________________ 
Counting, Permutations & Combinations 
 
 

1. The local pizzeria offers a choice of 2 pizzas (supreme or vegetarian), 3 sides (chips, salad, or 
coleslaw), and 4 drinks (juice, coke, ginger beer, or water).  For dinner I decide to have 1 pizza, 1 
side, and 1 drink.  How many possible meals do I have to choose from? 

 
2*3*4 = 24 different possible meals. 

 
2. How many different car plates could be made if each will display 4 letters followed by 2 numbers? 

Assume repetition is allowed. 
 

26*26*26*26*10*10 = 45,697,600 possible different license plates.  (FYI The internet says 

there were 272 million cars in the US in 2017.) 
 

3. How many different car plates could be made if each will display 4 letters followed by 2 numbers? 
Assume repetition is not allowed.  (This is not how license plates work, of course!) 
 
26*25*24*23*10*9 = 32,292,000.  About 32 million possible different license plates.  

 
4. Your friend wants to perform a magic trick and asks you to draw 2 cards from a standard deck of 

52.  The first card you draw must be placed face down, and the second card placed face up on the 
table.  How many ways are there of drawing the two cards? 
 
52*51 = 2652 ways or different outcomes. 

 
For each question, first decide if you are dealing with a permutation or a combination.  Then answer the 
question and show your work. 

 
5. In an 18 team league,  

a) how many ways can the 8 teams for the finals be decided?  
 

This is a combination, because order doesn’t matter.  18C8 = 43,758 (You can just use your 

calculator to get this, although the formula way will work too.) 

8C81 = 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1* * * * * * *
18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11* * * * * * * = 18!

8! (18−8)!*
= 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

=43,758 
 

b) how many ways can the first 4 positions be decided?  
This is a permutation, because order matters. 

18 P 4 = 18*17*16*15 = 73,440 

Formula way: (not required) 18 P 4 3, 40= 18!
(18−4)! = 14!

18! = 7 4  

5.  A child wants to draw a picture using only three different colours from a set containing twelve different 
colour pencils. In how many ways can the colours be chosen?  

 



This is a combination problem because order doesn’t matter (on a quiz I will make it clear if 

order matters or not, because I can see how this might seem debatable for a kid coloring).   

12 C 3 = 220 
 

6. In the front of a building there are three doors each to be painted a different colour from twelve different 
available colours. How many colour arrangements for the doors are there?  1

 
This is a permutation problem because matters   

12 P 3 = 1320 

1 https://maths.mq.edu.au/numeracy/web_mums/module4/Worksheet411/module4.pdf 

https://maths.mq.edu.au/numeracy/web_mums/module4/Worksheet411/module4.pdf


Math 105 Activity P2 Name_____________________________________ 
Independent & Mutually Exclusive events, OR Formula 
 
Market Research:  Would the amount of time a customer spends browsing online have an impact on the amount of 
money they spend?  To put it another way, is “Shopping Time” independent of “Money Spent”? Look at the data: 
 

 
1. In the table above, I’ve given you an extra row and an extra column for totals.  Add up each row and column 

and enter them.  The first one is done for you.  Then make sure all the totals add up to 200. 
 

2. Can you make any conclusions from these numbers?  Does shopping longer make you spend more? 
If we only look at people who shopped longer, about half of them (15/33) were in the >$101 category. 

If we only look at people who shopped shorter, only (18/83 or 22%) were in the >$101 category. 

It does appear, based on this, that shopping longer makes you more likely to spend more. 
For the questions below, write probabilities as decimals (round to 3 places).  What is the probability that a shopper... 
 

3. spends 0-10 minutes shopping?  83/200 = 0.415 

 
4. spends over 21 minutes shopping?  33/200 = 0.165   

 
5. spends more than $101?  53/200 = 0.265 

 
6. spends 0-10 minutes shopping AND spends over $101?  18/200 = 0.090 

 
Let A = spends over 21 minutes shopping.  Let B = spends over $101.  
 

7. Use the table to find P(A and B) 15/200 = 0.075 
8. What is P(A)*P(B)?  0.165*0.265 = 0.044  
9. Based on this information, do you think that Shopping Time and Money Spent are independent?  

P(A and B) and P(A)*P(B) are not the same, (not really even close). 
10. Find P(A or B), the probability that a shopper either spends over 21 minutes shopping OR spends over $101. 

P(A or B) = P(A) + P(B) - P(A and B) = 0.165 + 0.265 - 0.075 = 0.355 

Another way is to find the categories in the table that meet either criteria A or B: 

(5+13+15+20+18)/200 = 71/200 = 0.355 
11. Find the probability that a shopper either spends 11-20 minutes shopping, or over 21 minutes shopping. 

P(11-20 or over 21min)  = P(11-20) + P(over 21 min) - P(11-20 and over 21)   

= 84/200 + 33/200 - 0  

= 117/200 = 0.585 

Note that the third term = 0 because those events are mutually exclusive. 

 Money Spent Total 

Shopping Time $0 - $50 $51 - $100 >$101  

0-10 minutes 30 35 18 83 

11-20 minutes 22 42 20 84 

>21 minutes 5 13 15 33 

Totals 57 90  53  200 


